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Abstract. In order to investigate the impact of different treat-
ments for the contact angle (α) in heterogeneous ice nucle-
ating properties of natural dust and black carbon (BC) par-
ticles, we implement the classical-nucleation-theory-based
parameterization of heterogeneous ice nucleation (Hoose et
al., 2010) in the Community Atmospheric Model version 5
(CAM5) and then improve it by replacing the original single-
contact-angle model with the probability-density-function-
of-α (α-PDF) model to better represent the ice nucleation
behavior of natural dust found in observations. We refit the
classical nucleation theory (CNT) to constrain the uncertain
parameters (i.e., onsetα and activation energy in the single-
α model; mean contact angle and standard deviation in the
α-PDF model) using recent observation data sets for Saharan
natural dust and BC (soot). We investigate the impact of the
time dependence of droplet freezing on mixed-phase clouds
and climate in CAM5 as well as the roles of natural dust and
soot in different nucleation mechanisms. Our results show
that, when compared with observations, the potential ice nu-
clei (IN) calculated by theα-PDF model show better agree-
ment than those calculated by the single-α model at warm
temperatures (T ; T > −20◦C). More ice crystals can form at
low altitudes (with warm temperatures) simulated by theα-
PDF model than compared to the single-α model in CAM5.
All of these can be attributed to different ice nucleation ef-
ficiencies among aerosol particles, with some particles hav-
ing smaller contact angles (higher efficiencies) in theα-PDF

model. In the sensitivity tests with theα-PDF model, we find
that the change in mean contact angle has a larger impact on
the active fraction at a given temperature than a change in
standard deviation, even though the change in standard de-
viation can lead to a change in freezing behavior. Both the
single-α and theα-PDF model indicate that the immersion
freezing of natural dust plays a more important role in the
heterogeneous nucleation than that of soot in mixed-phase
clouds. The new parameterizations implemented in CAM5
induce more significant aerosol indirect effects than the de-
fault parameterization.

1 Introduction

Ice microphysical processes in clouds are vital to cloud ra-
diative properties and precipitation formation. They include
primary ice formation, vapor deposition on ice crystals, ac-
cretion of cloud droplets by ice crystals, ice aggregation and
sedimentation, ice multiplication, sublimation, melting, and
convective detrainment of cloud ice (Pruppacher and Klett,
1997; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008). Until now, ice forma-
tion mechanisms, especially heterogeneous ice nucleation,
have not been well understood. In mixed-phase clouds with
temperatures between 0 and−38◦C, primary ice formation
can be via heterogeneous ice nucleation with the aid of a frac-
tion of aerosol particles called ice nuclei (IN) (DeMott et al.,
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2010). Various particles can act as IN, which include min-
eral dust, soot, volcanic ash and primary biological particles
(Hoose and Möhler, 2012; Murray et al., 2012).

Mineral dust has been recognized as the most important,
atmospherically relevant IN in laboratory measurements and
field sample studies (Hoose and Möhler, 2012; Murray et
al., 2012). Natural mineral dust particles are often internally
mixed, consisting of different minerals, quartz and other
components (Murray et al., 2012). In order to reduce the
complexity encountered in natural mineral dusts, many lab-
oratory studies have, on the one hand, often used commer-
cially available minerals, in particular kaolinite, illite and
montmorillonite (Hoose et al., 2008; Hoose and Möhler,
2012). On the other hand, other laboratory experiments used
commercially available Arizona test dust (ATD) as a surro-
gate for natural mineral dusts (e.g., Knopf and Koop, 2006;
Marcolli et al., 2007; Kulkarni et al., 2012). ATD can pos-
sibly be more ice nucleation active than natural desert dust,
either due to its enhanced roughness resulting from milling
or due to its different mineralogical composition (Möhler et
al., 2006). Another reason for lower activity of natural dust
particles is related to their aging processes in the atmosphere,
which may reduce their ice nucleation ability (Sullivan et al.,
2010).

Heterogeneous ice nucleation occurs via several different
mechanisms (Vali, 1985), called nucleation modes (immer-
sion, deposition, condensation and contact freezing). For im-
mersion freezing, a supercooled cloud droplet containing an
ice nucleus nucleates by further cooling to a certain tem-
perature. Using airborne measurements of IN number con-
centration and elemental composition from the US Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
(ARM) Mixed-Phase Arctic Clouds Experiment (M-PACE)
in northern Alaska, Prenni et al. (2007) found that immer-
sion and/or condensation freezing (instruments can not dis-
tinguish between them) may be the dominant freezing mech-
anism within these clouds. The term “deposition nucleation”
describes the vapor phase being deposited directly onto a dry
ice nucleus, which leads to the growth of ice. “Contact freez-
ing” refers to the freezing of a supercooled droplet which
collides with a dry ice nucleus.

To represent the heterogeneous IN number and ice nu-
cleation process, several heterogeneous freezing parameter-
izations have been developed, which can be divided into
two types: the singular (or deterministic) hypothesis and the
stochastic hypothesis. The first, “singular (or deterministic)
hypothesis”, proposed by Langham and Mason (1958), as-
sumes that the radius of the ice germ forming on the aerosol
surface at a given supercooling is controlled by surface fea-
tures and that thermal fluctuations have a negligible influ-
ence on the ice germ radius. Thus, the freezing of a droplet
is only determined by whether the temperature is below the
characteristic temperature of the immersed IN in the droplet
(Phillips et al., 2008, 2012; DeMott et al., 2010; Niedermeier
et al., 2010; Niemand et al., 2012). The second hypothesis,

the “stochastic hypothesis” proposed by Bigg (1953), holds
that heterogeneous ice nucleation is a function of time. Dur-
ing the time an immersed aerosol particle spends at a con-
stant environmental temperature, water molecules within su-
percooled water stay in the thermal fluctuation state of cap-
turing and losing molecules to produce a cluster. This cluster
resembles the structure of ice. When some of these ice germs
reach a certain size (the critical radius), they become stable
and initiate freezing. The presence of a particle surface im-
mersed in a supercooled droplet is helpful for ice formation
by reducing the number of water molecules that are required
to reach the stable cluster radius by letting the germ form on
the particle surface as a spherical cap. The rate of heteroge-
neous nucleation per aerosol particle and per time is referred
to as the nucleation rate (Jhet). This stochastic approach can
be described by classical nucleation theory (CNT) (Chen et
al., 2008; Hoose et al., 2010; Niedermeier et al., 2011; Welti
et al., 2012).

In CNT, Jhet is proportional to the aerosol surface area
and is a function of the contact angle (α), which is the angle
where the ice-germ–liquid or ice-germ–vapor interface meets
the aerosol surface;Jhet can be understood as the surrogate of
the nucleation ability of aerosol particles. The particle with
the smaller contact angle (α) has a higher ice nucleating ef-
ficiency. The contact angle is often derived from the fitting
to the laboratory data, as done in Marcolli et al. (2007) for
ATD, in Lüönd et al. (2010) for kaolinite and in Wheeler
and Bertram (2012) for kaolinite and illite. As noted in these
studies, assuming that each particle has the same fixed con-
tact angle often does not fit the observation data well, es-
pecially when the observed ice nucleating fraction increases
slowly with the increase in time (Welti et al., 2012). These
authors (Marcolli et al., 2007; Lüönd et al, 2010; Wheeler
and Bertram, 2012; Welti et al., 2012) suggested using a
probability density function of contact angles (α-PDF) in-
stead of single values to better fit the observed frozen fraction
as a function of temperature (for immersion/condensation
nucleation) or supersaturation (for deposition nucleation). In
thisα-PDF model, contact angles are distributed to every par-
ticle, which means that each particle has one value for the
contact angle and that the particles with low contact angles
are rapidly depleted when the temperature is held constant,
thus leading to a slowdown of the freezing of the sample.
Theα-PDF model can be interpreted as an “intermediate” ap-
proach based on CNT between the two extremes of stochastic
and singular hypotheses (Niedermeier et al., 2010).

Several heterogeneous ice nucleation parameterizations
which are based on laboratory studies or in situ measure-
ments have been implemented in global climate models
(GCMs). Liu et al. (2007) implemented Meyers et al. (1992)
in Community Atmospheric Model version 3 (CAM3) and
in Community Atmospheric Model version 5 (CAM5; Get-
telman et al., 2010) for the immersion, condensation and
deposition mechanisms. Xie et al. (2013) evaluated the De-
Mott et al. (2010) parameterization in CAM5, comparing it
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to Meyers et al. (1992). Lohmann and Diehl (2006) imple-
mented the Diehl and Wurzler (2004) parameterization in
the global climate model of the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology (European Center/Hamburg Model version 5;
ECHAM5) for the immersion freezing of cloud droplets.
Hoose et al. (2010) implemented the CNT in Community At-
mosphere Model version 3 (CAM3)-Oslo for the immersion,
deposition and contact freezing of dust, soot and biological
aerosols. In their paper, they suggest that assuming stochastic
ice nucleation with all particles having the same fixed single
contact angle does not fit some observations very well. Im-
mersion freezing and deposition nucleation by dust in Hoose
et al. (2010) are fitted to the observation data obtained specif-
ically for montmorillonite (Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973) and
illite (Zimmermann et al., 2008), respectively. Thus their re-
sults may not reflect ice nucleation behavior by natural dust
particles, which are mixtures of complex mineral compo-
nents.

In this study, we implement the single-α model (Hoose et
al. 2010) in CAM5 to represent the heterogeneous ice nu-
cleation of natural dust and BC in mixed-phase clouds. The
single-α model is further improved by theα-PDF model to
correct the time-dependent behavior of droplet freezing. To
better represent the ice nucleation of natural dust found in
ambient observations, we use recent observation data on Sa-
haran dust to constrain the parameters used in the CNT pa-
rameterization. The model description is presented in Sect. 2.
Section 3 describes the CNT parameterizations, with the re-
sulting fitting parameters. In Sect. 4, the model experiments
and results are presented. Uncertainties and implications are
discussed in Sect. 5.

2 CAM5

CAM5 includes a two-moment stratiform cloud micro-
physics scheme (Morrison and Gettelman 2008 (MG08);
Gettelman et al., 2008, 2010). This scheme predicts num-
ber concentrations and mass mixing ratios of cloud droplets
and ice crystals; the number concentrations and mass mix-
ing ratios of snow and rain are also determined. MG08 treats
the microphysical conversions among cloud liquid droplets,
ice crystals, rain and snow. As for cloud droplet activation,
it follows the Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) parameteriza-
tion. MG08 was further updated in CAM5 (Gettelman et al.,
2010) to implement the Liu et al. (2007) scheme for ice crys-
tal nucleation in mixed-phase and cirrus clouds. In mixed-
phase clouds, Meyers et al. (1992) is used for deposition, im-
mersion and condensation freezing of cloud droplets; it does
not, however, provide a link between IN number concentra-
tion and aerosol properties. In addition, the Young (1974)
scheme is used for contact freezing of cloud droplets due to
coarse-mode dust.

CAM5 includes a modal aerosol module (MAM) to rep-
resent aerosol processes and properties in the atmosphere

(Liu et al., 2012a). It predicts aerosol number concentra-
tions and mass mixing ratios of multiple aerosol species
in three aerosol modes: Aitken, accumulation and coarse
mode. MAM treats major aerosol species including mineral
dust, BC, sea salt, sulfate, and primary and secondary or-
ganic aerosols. These aerosol species are internally mixed
within a single mode but externally mixed between different
modes. Aerosol species in cloud-borne states are also explic-
itly treated but not predicted in the model.

The deep-convection scheme in CAM5 follows Zhang and
McFarlane (1995) but with the diluted convective available
potential energy (CAPE) modification described in Neale et
al. (2008). The shallow-convection scheme is from Park and
Bretherton (2009). The stratus–radiation–turbulence interac-
tions in CAM5 are explicitly simulated by the moist tur-
bulence scheme (Bretherton and Park, 2009). The radiative
transfer calculations for aerosol and cloud radiative effects
are based on the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs
(RRTMG) (Iacono et al., 2008).

3 New heterogeneous ice nucleation
parameterization in CAM5

3.1 Single-contact-angle (α) model

In the CNT, ice nucleation is treated as a stochastic process
(Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). An energy barrier has to be
passed to capture more molecules to form small agglomer-
ates of ice (subcritical germs) on the surface of an ice nu-
cleus until a critical germ size is reached. Following the re-
marks in Hoose et al. (2010), both deposition and immersion
freezing can be treated in the same general form based on
the CNT. Following the suggestion of Chen et al. (2008),
we calculate contact freezing with the critical germ radius
of immersion freezing and the homogeneous energy of germ
formation in deposition freezing according to “Cooper’s hy-
pothesis” (Cooper, 1974).

We modify the original expression used in Hoose et
al. (2010) concerningJhet (the rate of heterogeneous nucle-
ation per aerosol particle and per second) with the form factor
(f ) raised to the−1/2 power instead of 1/2 (see Eq. 1); this
is done due to the unphysical behavior of the original expres-
sion which implies thatJhet →0 whenf →0 (i.e., the ice
nucleation rate will become smaller on more easily wettable
materials) (Määttänen et al., 2005; Barahona, 2012).

Jhet =
A′r2

N
√

f
exp

(
−1g#

− f 1go
g

kT

)
, (1)

whereA′ is a prefactor,rN is the aerosol particle radius,f is
a form factor containing information about the aerosol’s ice
nucleation ability,1g# is the activation energy,1go

g is the
homogeneous energy of germ formation,k is the Boltzmann
constant andT is the temperature in K.
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The second modification concernsf itself. Due to the un-
certainty of assuming a spherical substrate (or any other sim-
ple geometry) (Barahona, 2012) and due to the fact that the
difference between a flat surface and a spherical surface can
be ignored when the diameter of a particle is larger than
100 nm, we calculate the compatibility parameterf with a
flat surface instead of the convex surface. Thus,f has the
form (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997)

f =
1

4
(2+ m)(1− m)2, (2)

wherem ≡ cosα andα is the contact angle.
Except for the above changes, detailed descriptions of the

formulation of CNT for immersion, deposition and contact
freezing can be found in Hoose et al. (2010). We note that
Hoose et al. (2010) used the activation fraction of aerosols,
which is diagnosed from the droplet activation parameter-
ization, to divide dust and soot number concentrations in
each grid into the interstitial portion for deposition and con-
tact freezing and into the cloud-borne portion for immer-
sion freezing. However, in CAM5 we use the interstitial and
cloud-borne dust and soot number concentrations directly in
the ice nucleation calculation, since CAM5 explicitly treats
these two states of aerosols.

3.2 α-PDF model

We consider theα-PDF model for immersion freezing by
natural dust in order to replace the single-α model in Hoose
et al. (2010). In theα-PDF model, we can take the hetero-
geneity of individual particles in the aerosol population into
account. The particle surface is still uniform in the ice nu-
cleation property for each particle but differs within an en-
semble of particle population by a distribution of different
contact angles. The distribution of contact angles is assumed
to follow a log-normal probability density function (Marcolli
et al., 2007; Lüönd et al., 2010).

The log-normal probability density function which repre-
sents the occurrence probability of one contact angle for one
particle is given by

p(α) =
1

ασ
√

2π
exp

(
−

(ln(α) − ln(µ))2

2σ 2

)
, (3)

whereµ is the mean contact angle andσ is the standard de-
viation.

The frozen fraction for a given temperature can then be
calculated as

fact,α-pdf = 1−

π∫
0

p(α) · exp(−Jimm(T ,α)1t)dα. (4)

HereJimm is the immersion nucleation rate for one particle
with one certain contact angle, and1t is the model time step.

It should be mentioned that, in the global climate model, dif-
ferent time dependencies of the frozen fraction in the single-
α model and theα-PDF model are only treated within one
time step. In the current CAM5 model, because of the added
complexity and the computational demands, aerosol scav-
enging due to droplet freezing is not taken into account. This
means that only if the active fractions are large enough in
the last time step would additional (and unphysical) ice nu-
cleation occur in the following time step with both contact
angle distributions if temperature is constant. Especially for
theα-PDF model, as particles with small contact angles are
not scavenged in each time step, these small contact angles
can not be tracked with time in the model to adjust the distri-
bution of the contact angle (adding even more complexity).
However, since we use predicted cloud-borne dust and BC
directly, cloud-borne aerosols will be updated during each
model time step (30 min), which means that fresh particles,
such as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), will be nucleated
into cloud droplets. As the new parameterizations imple-
mented in this study predict that the active fractions due to
droplet freezing in one model time step of 30 min are much
smaller than 100 % (see, e.g., Fig. 2), these newly formed
cloud droplets are sufficient to make up the depleted amounts
of cloud droplets (i.e.,1t in Eq. (4) may be also thought of as
a timescale to replenish IN population in a grid point). More-
over, after the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process sets in,
further ice nucleation will be suppressed. Overall, in this
case we actually benefit from the long time step because the
clouds and the environmental conditions change significantly
from time step to time step, such that starting afresh is not a
bad assumption. In particular, entrainment of new IN, tem-
perature changes and the shutdown of ice nucleation through
the Bergeron process are thought to be important. Therefore,
the new parameterizations only have a small artifact due to
the absence of aerosol scavenging because of droplet freez-
ing and the assumption that there is a constant distribution
of contact angles in theα-PDF model among time steps. An-
other point is that new parameterizations in the CAM5 model
reduce nucleated ice crystals when compared to the default
Meyers et al. scheme (see Table 4), which means that the de-
pletion of cloud-borne aerosols has a smaller effect on model
results than the default scheme.

3.3 Fitting parameters for natural dust and soot

Fitting parameters in the CNT, such as the single contact an-
gle (α) and activation energy (1g#) in the single-α model,
can be derived by minimizing the root mean square error
(RMSE) of frozen fractions between observation data and
model results. Thus the RMSE is calculated as

RMSE=

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
1

[
Fice− F mod

ice

]2
, (5)
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whereFice is the observed frozen fraction,F mod
ice is the frozen

fraction calculated from the single-α model andN is the total
number of observation data points.

The formula to derive uncertain parameters in theα-PDF
approach is the same as Eq. (5) except that we calculateF mod

ice
from theα-PDF model. In order to calculateF mod

ice , its inte-
gral form of Eq. (4) was discretized into 2000 bins, and then
the PDF distribution parameters, standard deviation (σ) and
mean contact angle (µ) were iterated to find the best fit fol-
lowing Eq. (5).

The resulting fitting parameters for the immersion and
deposition freezing based on the single-α model are listed
in Table 1. Observation data for the immersion freezing
of dust are obtained from the Colorado State University
CFDC (continuous-flow diffusion chamber)-HIAPER ver-
sion 1 (CSU CFDC-1H) experiment, which is selected for
the 106 % (CSU106) relative humidity with respect to water
(RHw) (DeMott et al., 2011); data for the deposition freezing
on dust are from the laboratory study in Koehler et al. (2010).
Both of the two studies used samples for Saharan dust, which
generally contains quartz, feldspars and clay minerals in dif-
ferent compositions (Linke et al., 2006). The immersion and
deposition by soot are still based on the measurements (De-
Mott, 1990; Möhler et al., 2005) used in Hoose et al. (2010).
However, due to the modification of the expressionsJhet and
f in Sect. 3.1, we refit uncertain parameters in the single-α

model to these data again. In the case of deposition freezing
in Table 1,1g# is negative and the reason is as follows.1g#

(activation energy) is the energy of desorption per molecule,
which stands for the surface with an outward flux of des-
orbed molecules. However,Jhet specifies the flux of water
molecules to the germs. There should not actually be a neg-
ative sign before1g# in Jhet for deposition freezing (see
Eqs. 9–8b in Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), but in order to
use the unified formula for both immersion and deposition
freezing (Eq. 1), a negative sign is added before1g# (as in
Chen et al., 2008). Thus, the fit result for the activation en-
ergy in the case of deposition freezing is negative to offset
this negative sign.

For the α-PDF model, in the formulation by Chen
et al. (2008), the activation energy for the transfer
of a water molecule across the water–ice boundary is
aerosol-, nucleation-mode- and temperature-dependent and
thus should, from a theoretical standpoint, be independent of
the contact angle (Zobrist et al., 2007; Hoose et al., 2010).
We use the same value for the activation energy as that in
the single-α model. The resulting fit parameters from differ-
ent experiments are listed in Table 2. For the comparison,
fit parameters with the single-α model, including CSU106
listed in Table 1, are also given. The experiments were per-
formed over a wide temperature range for Saharan dust sam-
pled in the 2007 International Workshop on Comparing Ice
Nucleation Measuring Systems (ICIS-2007; DeMott et al.,
2011). These include two experiments of CSU CFDC-1H
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Figure 1. Active fractions determined with CSU106 and ZINC106
(DeMott et al., 2011) are presented as a function of temperature
T (indicated by the different color circles). The different lines rep-
resent the single-α model and theα-PDF model results fitting the
experimentally determined active fractions (parameters in the two
models are given in Table 2).

with 106 % and 108 % RHw (CSU106 and CSU108, respec-
tively) and three experiments conducted with the Zurich Ice
Nuclei Chamber (ZINC) at an RHw of 106 %, 108 % and
110 % (ZINC106, ZINC108 and ZINC110, respectively). It
can be seen that the RMSEs with the single-α model are
larger in all five experiments than those with theα-PDF
model. The reason for this result can be seen in Fig. 1, which
shows the observation data from CSU106 and ZINC106 and
their fits with the single-α model and theα-PDF model.
The α-PDF model reproduces the slow decrease in active
fraction with the increase in temperature and shows better
agreement with observation data points at warm tempera-
tures (T > −20◦C), while the single-α model leads to a steep
decrease in active fraction with the increase in temperature
and thus results in large errors at warm temperatures. There-
fore, larger RMSEs with the single-α model are mainly from
its fit at warm temperatures (CSU106 forT = −18.5◦C and
ZINC106 for T = −27.7◦C). At warmer temperatures, be-
tween−10◦ and−15◦C, there are no CFDC observation data
to constrain the parameterizations because CFDC can not
provide observation data at warm temperatures (>−15◦C).
However, Niemand et al. (2012) reported the Aerosol Interac-
tions and Dynamics in the Atmosphere (AIDA) cloud cham-
ber measurement of natural dust at temperatures of−13 and
−16◦C with active fractions of 10−4 and 10−5, which agree
with our fitted active fractions from theα-PDF model. Saha-
ran natural dust is reported in recent CFDC observations to
have onset temperatures ranging from about−10 to−15◦C,
which is consistent with laboratory observations of various
types of surrogate dust (Phillips et al., 2012). Therefore, we
apply a cutoff of 0 for the active fractions at temperatures
larger than−10◦C for two contact angle distributions.
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Table 1. Parameters for the ice nucleation parameterization in the single contact angle (α) model. In the table, DeMott et al. (2011) and
Koehler et al. (2010) represent Saharan dust.1g# is the activation energy;fi,max,x is the maximum ice nucleating fraction.

Aerosol Reference Nucleation modeα (◦) 1g# (10−20J) fi,max,x

Soot DeMott (1990) Immersion 48.0 14.15 0.01
Dust DeMott et al. (2011) Immersion 46.0 14.75 1
Soot Möhler et al. (2005) Deposition 28.0 −20 0.01
Dust Koehler et al. (2010) Deposition 20.0 −0.81 1

Table 2.Fit parameters obtained for the two models for immersion freezing by dust. The root mean square errors (RMSEs) between the fit
curves and the data are given. In the table,µ is the mean contact angle;σ is the standard deviation.

Model Parameter/RMSE CSU106 CSU108 ZINC106 ZINC108 ZINC110

Single-α α (◦) 46.0 47.0 61.0 61.0 59.0
1g# (10−20J) 14.75 14.4 13.5 13.45 13.65
RMSE 0.029 0.236 0.087 0.0983 0.147

α-PDF µ (◦) 46.0 47.0 62.0 61.0 59.0
σ 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02
RMSE 0.01 0.225 0.08 0.07 0.08
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Figure 2. Calculated change in the active fraction with time at dif-
ferent temperatures for 300 nm monodisperse particles and for dif-
ferent contact angle distributions.

3.4 Sensitivity tests for time dependence

We perform sensitivity tests to check whether it is appro-
priate to use a classical-theory-based parameterization with
a crude time step of 30 min in the CAM5 model. Figure 2
shows the active fraction with different contact angle distri-
butions as a function of integration time at different tempera-
tures. It can be seen that, atT = 263 K, the active fractions in
all contact angle distributions are almost constant with time,
indicating very weak dependence of the active fraction on
time at warm temperatures (the active fractions in theα-PDF
models withσ = 0.01 andσ = 0.08 are about 0.499× 10−5

and 0.516× 10−5, respectively, so these two lines overlap).
At T = 253 K andT = 243 K, the active fractions in the
single-α model and theα-PDF models withσ = 0.01 and
0.08 increase with time (theα-PDF model withσ = 0.01
is very similar to the single-α model), but the active frac-
tion in theα-PDF model withσ = 0.08 is a little more in-
sensitive to time than that in the single-α model. With in-
creasing standard deviation in theα-PDF model, the active
fractions become more weakly dependent on time, the weak-
est time dependence havingσ = 1.0. As the single-α model
can be thought of as the specialα-PDF model withσ = 0
and as increasing the standard deviation reduces the time
dependence, we can conclude that the single-α model has
a stronger time dependence than theα-PDF model, which
is consistent with Welti et al. (2012). Although the single-
α model has a stronger time dependence, if we use the fol-
lowing diagnostics, originally developed by Ervens and Fein-
gold (2013), to determine in detail the sensitivity of the ac-
tive fraction to time, we will find the active fraction in the
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Figure 3. Zonal and annual mean number concentrations (cm−3) of (a) interstitial, (b) cloud-borne and(c) total mineral dust (upper) and
soot particles (lower).

single-α model is still only weakly dependent on time.

S (X) =
∂P

∂ lnX
, (6)

whereP is the active fraction andX can be any of the pa-
rameters temperature, particle size, contact angle or time (t).
At T = 253 K, S(t) is 0.0038 fromt = 10 s (P = 0.00011)
to t = 1800 s (P = 0.02). At T = 243 K, S(t) is 0.172 from
t = 10 s (P = 0.013) to t = 1800 s (P = 0.9044). The very
small values ofS(t) are consistent with the results in Ervens
and Feingold (2013). Ervens and Feingold (2013) performed
many sensitivity tests to investigate the relative importance
of temperature, particle size, contact angle and time for clas-
sical nucleation theory. They used Eq. (6) to explore the sen-
sitivity of the active fraction to the above four parameters. As
seen in Fig. 1a to d of their paper, they found, from a com-
parison ofS(X), thatP is the least sensitive to time of the
four parameters. Ervens and Feingold (2013) concluded that
a change inT of ∼ 1 K has a similar impact onP asθ (con-
tact angle) changes of1θ = 2◦, whereas a similar change is
only caused by an increase inDIN (particle diameter) by 1
order of magnitude or int (time) by 3 orders of magnitude.
They hence suggested that it seemed feasible to develop more
physically (CNT) based relationships instead of the empir-
ically based relationships in large-scale models. Therefore,

the overestimate of the frozen fraction due to a crude time
step of 30 min is negligible compared to the uncertainties in
temperature and mean contact angle.

4 Results

A control experiment (CTL) with the default freezing param-
eterization in CAM5 (Meyers et al., 1992), an experiment
based on the CNT in Hoose et al. (2010) (single-α), an ex-
periment with the newα-PDF model as described above and
several sensitivity experiments with theα-PDF model have
been carried out (see Table 3). The sensitivity experiments
are designed to explore the sensitivities of model simulations
to the mean contact angle and standard deviation in theα-
PDF model. The mean contact angle is changed by± 15◦

(in order to include 61◦, which is the fit result from the ZINC
measurements), and standard deviation increased by four and
eight times in these sensitivity experiments.

All these simulations are run for 6 yr with the model con-
figuration of 1.9◦ × 2.5◦ and 30 levels, using prescribed sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice extent. The aerosol
input uses the online aerosol model MAM3. The last 5 yr of
results are used in the analysis.
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Table 3.Simulation descriptions.

Simulation Description

CTL CAM5 with the default heterogeneous ice nucleation parameterization (Meyers et al., 1992)
CNT As in CTL, but with the classical nucleation theory based on Hoose et al. (2010), using new

fitting parameters in Table 1 (e.g., for immersion freezing on dust:α = 46◦, 1g#(10−20J) =

14.75)
PDF As in CTL, but with the CNT improved by introducingα-PDF model in immersion freezing

on dust (µ = 46◦, σ = 0.01)
MU1 As in PDF, but withµ = 31◦, σ = 0.01
MU2 As in PDF, but withµ = 61◦, σ = 0.01
SD1 As in PDF but withµ = 46◦, σ = 0.04 (4σ )
SD2 As in PDF but withµ = 46◦, σ = 0.08 (8σ )

Figure 4. Zonal and annual mean number concentrations of(a) interstitial coated and(b) interstitial uncoated mineral dust (upper) and soot
particles (lower).

4.1 Particle number concentrations

The zonal and annual mean number concentrations of inter-
stitial, cloud-borne and total (interstitial plus cloud-borne)
mineral dust and soot particles are shown in Fig. 3. As is
shown in Fig. 3, interstitial dust and soot number concen-
trations are about 1 order of magnitude larger than those of
cloud-borne ones. In cloud-borne aerosols, there are more
dust particles than soot particles, which is an important point
in explaining the dominant role of dust in heterogeneous
freezing compared to soot. The maximum number concen-
tration of interstitial soot, internally mixed in the accumula-

tion mode, is the near-surface layer in the Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH), exceeding 50 cm−3 in the zonal mean. Inter-
stitial mineral dust particles in the accumulation and coarse
mode reach 10–50 cm−3 in the subtropics and at the surface
of the NH (∼ 30◦ N). Interstitial mineral dust and soot are
uplifted from their source regions to the middle and upper
troposphere and transported to the Arctic in the upper tropo-
sphere (Liu et al., 2012b). The total number concentrations
of these two species are mainly derived from their intersti-
tial particles (i.e., their cloud-borne particles have negligible
contributions to the total number concentrations). As noted
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Figure 5. Zonal and annual mean immersion, deposition and contact freezing rates in the PDF simulation. Isotherms of 0◦C and−37◦C are
plotted.

above, cloud-borne aerosols are used as an input for immer-
sion freezing, while interstitial aerosols (only the uncoated
portion showed in Fig. 4) are used as an input for depo-
sition and contact freezing (see next paragraph for defini-
tions of coated and uncoated portion). Compared to Hoose
et al. (2010), the total number concentration of soot is 1 or-
der of magnitude lower in CAM5, which can be attributed to
the different size distributions used for soot in two models
(CAM5 and CAM3-Oslo). In the CAM3-Oslo model, soot is
emitted into the nucleation (initial diameter: 0.024 µm), the
Aitken (initial diameter: 0.08 µm) and the accumulation (ini-
tial diameter: 0.2 µm) modes (Seland et al., 2008). Its num-
ber concentration is dominated by uncoated nucleation and
Aitken-mode particles, which contribute to the higher num-
ber concentration, while in CAM5 soot is emitted in the ac-
cumulation mode with a larger emission size (0.08 µm in di-
ameter). Dust number concentrations in CAM5 are mainly
from the accumulation mode, with the diameter range of 0.1–
1.0 µm, while coarse-mode number concentration is 1 order
of magnitude lower (Liu et al., 2012a). A similar ratio be-
tween accumulation and coarse-mode dust is also found in
CAM3-Oslo.

The interstitial mineral dust and soot particles are further
divided into two categories: coated and uncoated particles.
Their number concentrations are derived from the coated

fraction fcoated, which is calculated by distributing the sol-
uble mass (sulfate and organic) over the soot and dust cores
in the internally mixed modes, requiring a minimum cover-
age of one monolayer. Suppression of heterogeneous ice nu-
cleation is dependent on coating thickness or the fractional
soluble mass coverage. Generally we assume that, if a poten-
tial IN is covered by more than one monolayer, its hetero-
geneous nucleation behavior in the deposition and contact
modes will be suppressed completely due to a shift to the
higher-onset relative humidity with respect to ice, RHi, and
to the colder onset temperature (Hoose et al., 2010; Möhler et
al., 2008). Therefore, only uncoated particles will participate
in ice nucleation. The number concentrations of coated and
uncoated interstitial aerosol particles are shown in Fig. 4. It
can be seen that with the criteria of one monolayer coating
by soluble aerosol species the uncoated dust number con-
centration is several orders of magnitude lower than that of
coated dust particles. Compared to dust, nearly all the soot
particles are coated (the concentration of the uncoated soot
particles is smaller than 10−6 cm−3). This is because soot
cores have smaller sizes than dust cores and soot is directly
emitted into the accumulation mode in MAM3. If soot is di-
rectly emitted into the primary carbon mode (e.g., MAM 4
modes (MAM4) or MAM 7 modes (MAM7)), which is the
insoluble mode, there should be much more uncoated soot
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Figure 6. Global and annual mean vertically integrated nucleation
rates in the PDF simulation.

particles, especially with slow aging of the primary carbon
mode (not shown in this paper). However, as compared to
dust, soot is a much less efficient IN, and immersion freezing
is the dominant process (see Sect. 4.2). Therefore, it will not
have large effects on the total nucleated ice number concen-
trations even using MAM4 or MAM7.

4.2 Ice nucleation rates

The zonal and annual mean rates of immersion, deposition
and contact freezing by dust and soot in the PDF simulation
are shown in Fig. 5 (1Ni/1t ; here1Ni is the ice crystal
number concentration change predicted only from immer-
sion, deposition and contact freezing over one model time
step1t (30 min); note that it is different fromJhet). It can
be seen that immersion freezing by dust is the dominant
ice nucleation mechanism, which is consistent with Hoose
et al. (2010), followed by soot immersion, dust deposition
and dust contact freezing. Recent observations (de Boer et
al., 2011) also indicated that immersion freezing may be the
dominant freezing mechanism in mixed-phase clouds when
compared to other freezing modes (deposition freezing and
contact freezing). This was concluded from the observation
that liquid droplets occurred prior to ice formation in mixed-
phase clouds, a situation which was also detected by Ans-
mann et al. (2008). A recent laboratory study by Bunker
et al. (2012) found that hundreds of collisions of mineral
dust particles with a supercooled droplet are needed to ini-
tiate contact freezing. Thus, contact freezing might not be
a dominant ice formation pathway in mixed-phase clouds.
The other two nucleation modes by soot (i.e., soot deposition
and soot contact) are nearly negligible, because the number
concentration of uncoated interstitial soot particles is very
small (see Fig. 4). In general, the ice nucleation rates peak

over the regions where dust and soot particles are emitted. It
should be noted here that freezing rates appear larger than 0
atT > 0◦C andT < −37◦C; this is due to zonal and annual
averaging. The vertically integrated and globally averaged
nucleation rates in the PDF simulation are shown in Fig. 6.
The relative roles of all these rates in mixed-phase clouds can
be seen more clearly. The freezing rates by dust are similar
to those of Hoose et al. (2010). However, the freezing rates
by soot are much smaller because of the large differences in
the simulated soot number concentrations between the two
models (CAM5 and CAM-Oslo) as well as becasue of the
internal mixture of soot in the accumulation mode assumed
in CAM5 (Sect. 4.1), which leads to smaller ice nucleation
rates in CAM5. In CAM-Oslo, a larger fraction of the soot
particles are uncoated and can thus contribute to deposition
and contact nucleation; we do not consider this realistic, in
particular as these two processes are not observed at warm
subzero temperatures in laboratory experiments.

For comparison, the immersion freezing rates by dust sim-
ulated by the single-α (CNT) andα-PDF (PDF) models are
shown in Fig. 7. We can see that, compared to the single-α

model, the major increases in the freezing rates in theα-PDF
model are located at low altitudes (with warm temperatures),
which is attributed to the PDF distribution of contact angles
in theα-PDF model. It means that particles with smaller con-
tact angles in theα-PDF model can nucleate at warm temper-
atures, whereas the particles with the same contact angles in
the single-α model can not nucleate.

4.3 Occurrence frequency of ice nucleation modes

In order to count the different ice nucleation events, we fol-
low the same method as that in Liu et al. (2012b), which
counts the homogeneous ice nucleation and heterogeneous
ice nucleation events in cirrus clouds when there are new nu-
cleated ice number concentrations from these two ice nucle-
ation modes. Therefore, in this study, we count an ice nu-
cleation event only when the freezing rate (1Ni /1t) from
one ice nucleation mode is larger than 0. The occurrence
frequency of immersion freezing, deposition nucleation and
contact nucleation as a function of temperature sampled ev-
ery 3 h from the PDF simulation and the frequency of immer-
sion freezing from the CNT simulation are shown in Fig. 8.
All the data in each temperature bin (2 K) are shown, with
the whiskers indicating the 5th and 95th percentiles and with
the boxes indicating the 25th and 75th percentiles. The oc-
currence frequencies for a period of 5 yr (every 3 hr data)
are output between−90◦ S and 90◦ N and from 1000 hPa to
500 hPa. It can be seen clearly that the frequency of immer-
sion freezing is higher than that of contact nucleation and
deposition nucleation. At warm temperatures (T > 257 K),
the frequency of deposition nucleation decreases rapidly with
the increase in temperature, resulting in one order of magni-
tude smaller than that of contact nucleation. The frequency
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Figure 7. Zonal and annual mean immersion freezing rates in the CNT and PDF simulations. Isotherms of 0◦C and−37◦C are plotted.

Figure 8. Simulated frequency of immersion freezing (red), depo-
sition nucleation (blue) and contact nucleation (green) in the PDF
simulation and immersion freezing (black) in the CNT simulation
as a function of temperature sampled every 3 h. The whiskers rep-
resent the 5th and 95th percentiles, and the boxes represent the 25th
and 75th percentiles and the median.

of immersion freezing in the PDF simulation atT > 261 K is
higher than that in the CNT simulation.

Figure 9 shows the zonal and annual mean frequency dis-
tribution of immersion freezing, deposition nucleation and
contact nucleation. The pattern of immersion freezing is dif-
ferent from the two other modes. There are two maximum
centers located in the polar regions. The deposition and con-
tact nucleation peak over the source regions at 30–60◦ N and
20–40◦ S. This is because dust and soot near the source re-
gions are uncoated, leading to the occurrence of deposition
and contact nucleation. When these particles age and are
coated in the process of being uplifted and transported to po-

lar regions, deposition and contact nucleation become even
less important and, conversely, immersion freezing domi-
nates. The frequency of immersion freezing after introduc-
ing theα-PDF model (PDF) compared to the single-α model
(CNT) increases a little at low altitudes (with warm temper-
atures).

4.4 Sensitivity tests with theα-PDF model

Figure 10 shows the effects of changes in the uncertain pa-
rameters in theα-PDF model on active fraction with temper-
ature. Figure 10a shows the impact of the mean contact angle.
It is obvious that, with the decrease in the mean contact angle,
the active fraction increases, making the curve shift upwards.
However, the temperature range in which ice fraction rapidly
increases does not become broader, indicating that changes
in the mean contact angle do not change the slope of vari-
ations in active fraction with temperature much. Instead, in
Fig. 10b, the temperature dependence of the active fraction
changes with the change in the standard deviation. With the
increase in standard deviation, a broader distribution of con-
tact angles will be allocated to aerosol particles. Since the
different contact angle on each particle results in a different
freezing temperature for each particle, the temperature range
in which droplets freeze becomes broader. For example, for
σ = 0.01, droplets freeze within a narrow temperature inter-
val of about 10◦C, while forσ = 0.08, freezing occurs over
a temperature range of about 18◦C. The change in the ac-
tive fraction with temperature (Fig. 10b) becomes smoother
with an increase in the standard deviation, which indicates
the “recovery” of singular behavior (Niedermeier et al., 2011,
2014; Welti et al., 2012) and a weakening of the time depen-
dence of stochastic behavior (see Fig. 2 for the change in
time dependence with an increase in the standard deviation).
Although the magnitude of changes in active fraction due to
the change in the standard deviation is much smaller than
that due to the mean contact angle at a given temperature, in-
creasing the standard deviation results in the transition of the
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Figure 9. Zonal and annual mean distribution of the occurrence frequency of(a) immersion mode in the CNT simulation and(b) immersion,
(c) deposition and(d) contact freezing modes in the PDF simulation. Isotherms of 0◦C and−37◦C are plotted.
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Figure 10.Active fraction as a function of temperature for theα-PDF model settings. Observation data are from CSU106 and the black solid
line is its fit curve. The red and blue solid lines are sensitivity tests to(a) mean contact angle and(b) standard deviation.

freezing behavior from stochastic behavior to singular behav-
ior (Niedermeier et al., 2011, 2013). Some variations in cloud
properties with the changes in these uncertain parameters in
theα-PDF model will be shown in Sect. 4.6.

4.5 Comparison of IN Concentrations with
observations

Currently the most frequently used instrument for detecting
IN concentrations in the atmosphere is the CFDC (Rogers et
al., 2001), which allows interstitial aerosol particles to en-
ter through an inlet and be exposed to a specific tempera-
ture and/or humidity in the chamber. Then, the number con-
centration of ice crystals nucleated in the chamber after a
residence time of 5–20 s is counted. We calculate modeled
IN concentrations and compare them with CFDC observa-

tions. The calculation uses modeled interstitial aerosol con-
centrations which are sampled at the same locations and pres-
sures as observations and with the same processing temper-
atures as operated in the CFDC. In the same way, the rela-
tive humidity is assumed to be equal to the processing condi-
tions in the instrument. It is assumed in our calculations that
100 % of the relative humidity with respect to water (RHw)
is used for immersion freezing and 98 % RHw for deposi-
tion freezing. Thus, immersion/condensation and deposition
nucleation modes are taken into account, which is consis-
tent with the observed dominant ice nucleation modes in the
CFDC. The reason that the contact nucleation mode is not
considered is that the residence time in the CFDC is short,
and thus its technique can not directly assess whether aerosol
particles are active as contact freezing nuclei (DeMott et al.,
2010).
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Figure 11. IN(10s) concentrations for specified temperature, selected at the grid points including the measurement locations and at the same
pressure level as field observations in the CNT simulation (red boxes and whiskers) and in the PDF simulation (blue boxes and whiskers).
The whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, and the boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentiles and the median. The black crosses
indicate CFDC IN measurements.

Figure 12.Spatial comparison of IN(10s) concentration with field data. IN(10s) concentrations are sampled for three specific temperatures,
which fall into the same range of observed temperatures as chosen for measurements at the near-surface layer. The field IN measurements
are indicated by colored circles (DeMott et al. (2010) in the central USA; Rosinski et al. (1987) in the central Pacific; Rosinski et al. (1995)
in the East China Sea; Bigg et al. (1973) to the south of Australia). Field IN measurements in the East China Sea, Brazil and the central USA
are highlighted by dark green rectangles to show them more clearly.
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Both the single-α andα-PDF models are time-dependent,
and CFDC has a residence time of approximately 10 s, so
we define the modeled IN number concentration (hereafter
termed “model IN(10s)”) as a 10 s integral over the freez-
ing rate (1Ni /1t) in order to provide direct comparability
to the observations, following Hoose et al. (2010). Figure 11
shows the model IN(10s) concentrations in two simulations
(CNT and PDF), which are diagnosed based on interstitial
aerosol concentrations from the simulations at the measure-
ment locations and are diagnosed at the same pressure level
as field observations. The magnitude of model IN(10s) con-
centrations simulated by CNT and PDF is similar to ob-
servations except in the case of Barrow, Alaska (some data
points which are clearly below the acceptable minimum de-
tection limit of CFDC are removed). At warmer tempera-
tures (T > −20◦C) model IN(10s) concentrations simulated
by the PDF simulation during the Winter Icing in Storms
Project in 1994 (WISP94) in the Colorado region in Febru-
ary and March (Fig. 11a) and at Storm Peak in April and May
(Fig. 11c) agree better with observations than the concentra-
tions simulated by CNT which are several orders of mag-
nitude smaller than observations. The modeled weak tem-
perature dependence atT > −20◦C in the Colorado region
(Fig. 11a) in the PDF simulation is confirmed by observa-
tions, where there is an indication of the trend being flat-
ter (the observation data in Lüönd et al. (2010) also shows
this trend at warm temperatures). By contrast, when the tem-
perature is warmer than−20◦C, the IN(10s) concentrations
simulated by the CNT simulation reduce rapidly, resulting
in a discrepancy of several orders of magnitude with obser-
vations (see Fig. 11a and c). The temperature variation of
model IN(10s) concentrations in the CNT and PDF simula-
tions becomes flat atT < −25◦C at Storm Peak (Fig. 11b
and c), which is consistent with the observations. The model
IN(10s) concentrations at Barrow, Alaska (Fig. 11d), in the
CNT and PDF simulations are both 1 or 2 orders of magni-
tude smaller than observations. Due to good agreement of
IN(10s) concentrations with observations (see Fig. 11a–c)
and a confirmed relationship between IN concentrations and
aerosol number concentrations with a diameter larger than
0.5 µm for all grid points (see Fig. 12 for details), we may de-
duce that the simulated aerosol number concentrations with a
diameter larger than 0.5 µm in these locations (i.e., Fig. 11a–
c) should be in agreement with observations, and the large
underestimates of IN(10s) concentrations in Barrow, Alaska,
are due to the fact that the simulated number concentrations
of aerosol particles (e.g., soot) in the Arctic are 1 or 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than observations (Wang et al., 2011;
Liu et al., 2012a).

For a more detailed comparison for warm temperature re-
gions, spatial distributions of model IN(10s) concentrations
from the simulation PDF are shown in Fig. 12 with some
field measurements of IN concentrations around the globe
(DeMott et al. (2010), central USA, 239 K< T < 246 K and
241 K< T < 258 K; Rosinski et al. (1987), the central Pa-

cific, 254 K <T <260.5 K; Rosinski et al. (1995), East China
Sea,T = 253 K; Bigg et al. (1973), the south of Australia,
T = 258 K). As there is only one single field campaign in
the East China Sea, Brazil and central USA regions, (i.e.,
only one single circle in each region in Fig. 12) and the re-
gions’ colors are similar to the background colors of mod-
eled IN(10s) concentrations, we utilize dark green rectan-
gles to show them more clearly. The model IN(10s) concen-
trations are selected for three specific temperatures, which
fall into the corresponding range of observed temperatures
as specified in each plot. All the field measurements are lo-
cated at the surface, and thus we also use interstitial aerosol
concentrations at the surface as input to diagnose IN con-
centrations. It can be seen that the model IN(10s) concen-
trations are in agreement with observations, especially in
the East China Sea, Brazil and the central USA. In near-
surface air over marine regions, marine biogenic IN (types
of marine biogenic particles include marine microorganisms,
exopolymer secretions/colloidal aggregates, glassy organic
aerosols, crystalline hydrated NaCl and frost flowers), un-
like dust IN, are most likely to play a dominant role in de-
termining IN concentrations at high temperatures. Thus over
the Southern Ocean at 258 K, especially near the Antarc-
tic coast, the model greatly underestimates IN(10s) concen-
trations (Burrows et al., 2013). Another region where the
model significantly underestimates IN(10s) concentrations at
258 K is over the Pacific. In the remote marine boundary
layer of the equatorial Pacific Ocean, ship-based measure-
ments found that atmospheric IN concentrations were asso-
ciated with high concentrations of biogenic materials due to
ocean upwelling (Rosinski et al., 1987). Therefore, as can
be seen from Figs. 11 and 12, theα-PDF model enhances
the IN concentrations at warm temperatures and agrees well
with observations, which can be attributed to a distribution
of contact angles.

Georgii and Kleinjung (1967) found that IN number con-
centrations correlate well with the number concentration of
coarse-mode aerosol particles but not with the total aerosol
number concentration, which is dominated by smaller parti-
cles. More recent IN measurements with the CFDC obtained
similar results (DeMott et al., 2006; DeMott et al., 2010; De-
Mott et al., 2014). Fig. 13 shows the model IN(10s) con-
centrations in the CNT and PDF simulations as a function
of number concentrations of aerosols with a diameter larger
than 0.5 µm (Na500), sampled atT = −21◦C (Fig. 13a and
b), which is the temperature used in the observations (De-
Mott et al., 2006; Georgii and Kleinjung, 1967), and sam-
pled atT = −27◦C (Fig. 13c and d) which is used in De-
Mott et al. (2014). In CAM5, we sample Na500 as follows:
the accummulation-mode dust number concentration with a
diameter larger than 0.5 µm is calculated with the predicted
dust mass mixing ratio of this mode and the prescribed size
distribution for transported dust (Zender et al., 2003) (trans-
ported dust is in coarse mode with a mass median diame-
ter of 2.524 µm, and the standard deviation is 2.0). The dust
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Figure 13.IN(10s) concentrations in the CNT and PDF simulations, displayed as a function of the number concentrations of aerosol particles
with a diameter greater than 0.5 µm atT = −21◦C (a andb), which is the observed temperature used in the power-law fit to observations
(DeMott et al., 2006 (solid blue line); Georgii and Kleinjung 1967 (dashed blue line)) and atT = −27◦C (c andd), which is used for the
parameterization proposed by DeMott et al. (2014) (solid red line).

number concentration in the coarse mode is calculated from
the predicted total number concentration in the coarse mode
weighted by the mass fraction of dust in this mode. Follow-
ing this, we use these two dust number concentrations as the
Na500. We neglect the contribution of soot (due to its smaller
size) and sea salt to Na500. In Fig. 13a and b, for both the
CNT and PDF simulations, almost all dots are located in be-
tween the two power-law fits by DeMott et al. (2006) and
Georgii and Kleinjung (1967). Compared to the CNT simu-
lation, the model IN(10s) concentrations simulated from the
PDF simulation shift upwards a little. In order to compare
them with DeMott et al. (2014), we convert modeled Na500
and IN(10s) to values at standard temperature and pressure
conditions (Na500[s cm−3] and IN(10s)[std L−1]), and the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 13c and d. Both in the CNT and
PDF simulations, the magnitude of the model IN(10s) con-
centrations is at and around the parameterization proposed
by DeMott et al. (2014) (solid red line), thus yielding excel-
lent agreement. The DeMott et al. (2014) parameterization,
developed from the DeMott et al. (2010) parameterization
to account for additional aerosol compositional dependen-

cies, is exclusively for dust ice nuclei. For atmospheric ap-
plication, an additional correction factor is introduced to ac-
count for the underestimate of the immersion freezing frac-
tion of mineral dust particles for CFDC data. The parame-
terization reflects the mineral dust data from the Saharan or
Asian regions very well and indicates that they can be pa-
rameterized as a common particle type for global modeling.
Therefore, the atmospheric application of our parameteriza-
tion based on Saharan dust is successfully confirmed by De-
Mott et al. (2014).

4.6 Aerosol indirect effect

Table 4 lists the global and annual mean cloud and radiative
properties for the present-day simulations and differences
in these variables between the present-day and preindus-
trial simulations. As for the present-day experiments, with
the implementation of two stochastic heterogeneous ice nu-
cleation parameterizations, the global mean ice water path
(IWP) decreases for the CNT and all the PDF simulations
compared to the CTL simulation due to fewer nucleated ice
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Table 4.Global annual mean fields for the present-day simulations and differences in these variables between present-day and preindustrial
simulations. Variables listed in the table are total cloud cover (TCC, %), low cloud cover (LCC, %), liquid-water path (LWP, g m−2), ice water
path (IWP, g m−2), shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF, W m−2), long-wave cloud forcing (LWCF, W m−2), net cloud forcing (CF, W m−2)
and integrated column ice number concentration in mixed-phase clouds (ICENUM, 103 cm−2).

Run CTL CNT PDF MU1 MU2 SD1 SD2

TCC 64.0 64.0 63.9 64.0 64.1 64.0 64.0
1TCC 0.14 0.42 0.28 0.57 0.59 0.44 0.62
LCC 43.6 43.1 43.1 43.1 43.2 43.1 43.1
1LCC 0.32 0.58 0.49 0.68 0.72 0.66 0.72
LWP 44.59 46.41 46.51 46.34 46.72 46.60 46.56
1LWP 3.26 3.66 3.80 3.73 3.98 3.96 3.77
IWP 17.78 16.10 16.22 16.28 16.23 16.27 16.24
1IWP 0.14 0.16 0.32 0.42 0.34 0.36 0.33
SWCF −52.00 −52.10 −52.20 −52.17 −52.34 −52.24 −52.25
1SWCF −1.64 −1.82 −1.94 −2.01 −2.08 −2.03 −2.05
LWCF 24.04 23.61 23.65 23.65 23.75 23.69 23.68
1LWCF 0.50 0.76 0.82 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.84
CF −27.96 −28.47 −28.55 −28.52 −28.58 −28.55 −28.56
1CF −1.14 −1.06 −1.13 −1.10 −1.16 −1.22 −1.21
ICENUM 2.863 2.366 2.395 2.407 2.381 2.401 2.389
1ICENUM 0.036 0.045 0.074 0.068 0.052 0.069 0.066

crystals in the CNT and PDF simulations. This can be con-
firmed from the comparison, among different simulations, of
the vertically integrated column ice crystal number concen-
tration (ICENUM) in mixed-phase clouds (−37◦C< T <

0◦C). The CTL simulation has the largest ICENUM in
mixed-phase clouds, which is because Meyers et al. (1992)
scheme overestimates the nucleated ice number concentra-
tions (DeMott et al., 2010). As a consequence, the CNT and
all the PDF simulations exhibit a larger global mean liquid-
water path (LWP) than that in the CTL simulation. This is be-
cause fewer ice crystals slow down the Wegener–Bergeron–
Findeisen process and thus increase the liquid-water content.
The larger (smaller) mean contact angle with the smaller
(larger) active fraction in MU1 (MU2) (the PDF sensitivity
simulations with only modifying the mean contact angle) re-
sults in smaller (larger) ICENUM in mixed-phase clouds.

The LWP and IWP changes between the present day and
the preindustrial period in the CTL simulation are 3.26 g m−2

and 0.14 g m−2, respectively, while those in the CNT and
PDF simulations are larger, especially the IWP change. There
may be two reasons that cause the changes in IWP between
the present-day and preindustrial simulations with the new
parameterizations to be generally larger than those in CTL.
One reason is increased dust concentrations (partly due to
less efficient wet scavenging) and increased soot concen-
trations in the PD simulations (the default scheme in CTL
doesn’t link to aerosols). The other reason may be that soot
is taken into account in the new parameterizations, which
enlarges the differences between the present-day and prein-
dustrial simulations. Larger changes in IWP and LWP be-
tween the present day and the preindustrial period in the

CNT and PDF simulations lead to larger changes in short-
wave cloud forcing (SWCF) and long-wave cloud forcing
(LWCF). The SWCF change differs by 0.18 W m−2 and
LWCF change by 0.26 W m−2 between the CTL and CNT
simulations (0.30 W m−2 and 0.32 W m−2 between the CTL
and PDF simulations, respectively), although the net cloud
forcing change differs by less than 0.1 W m−2. The changes
in total cloud cover (TCC), low cloud cover (LCC) and inte-
grated column ice crystal number concentration (ICENUM)
in the mixed-phase clouds between the present day and the
preindustrial period are also larger in the CNT and PDF sim-
ulations than those in the CTL simulation.

5 Conclusions

A classical-nucleation-theory-based parameterization of het-
erogeneous ice nucleation is implemented in CAM5 based on
Hoose et al. (2010). In addition, we make further improve-
ments by introducing a probability distribution of contact an-
gles for the freezing process by natural dust. We fit the un-
certain parameters of the single-α and theα-PDF models to
laboratory data for natural dust and BC (soot). Compared to
the single-α model, theα-PDF model shows better agree-
ment with observations at warm temperatures (T > −20◦C)
by enhancing the IN number concentrations and, further, re-
sults in a weaker temperature dependence of IN number con-
centration. Therefore, more ice crystals can form at low alti-
tudes (with warm temperatures) from theα-PDF model than
from the single-α model.

From the sensitivity tests with theα-PDF model, we find
that though the change in mean contact does not change
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the slope of variations of active fraction with temperature,
it can still change the active fraction at a given tempera-
ture. When increasing (reducing) the mean contact angle, the
active fraction will decrease (increase). Meanwhile, the in-
crease in standard deviation will lead to a change in nucle-
ation behavior from stochastic behavior to singular behavior.
Judging by the absolute changes in the active fraction at a
given temperature (not by its temperature dependence), the
mean contact angle has a larger impact on the active fraction
than standard deviation, which is consistent with the cloud-
resolving model results by Kulkarni et al. (2012). Immersion
freezing by natural dust in both single-α andα-PDF mod-
els is the dominant nucleation mechanism in mixed-phase
clouds, consistent with Hoose et al. (2010). After implement-
ing the new parameterizations, there are significant boosts to
LWP due to the nucleated ice number concentration having
been effectively reduced. The new parameterizations also in-
duce more significant aerosol indirect effects than the default
parameterization.

Although the heterogeneity of individual particles in the
aerosol population has been taken into account in introduc-
ing theα-PDF model, the heterogeneity of the surface area of
each particle can also influence the freezing behavior. There-
fore, other stochastic models considering the heterogeneity
of surface area, such as the active site model and the soc-
cer ball model (Niedermeier et al., 2014), should be imple-
mented, and then their behavior should be explored in global
models.
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